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"util1tarlan and relathistic phase, " Pl'Olllpts Tfl11111n to ask "WI\r db~ . C~':t ,;
Liang leave tao-hsl)eh and cross over to utilitarianism?" (p. g). Ind.,, ".
1182 th'en's positions are at odds with tao-hs\)eh interests. !tow for Ch'e
"the inner nature of mankind is exclusively physical," "the ruler's power to
reward and punish [is to be praised] as a positive good for society, " and
"any sharp contrast bet\tleen the golden age of the Three Oynasties of antiquity
and the imperial age of Han and T'ang" is t o be denied (po 105). This is the
Ch'en Liang known best to history, the man who defended Han and T'ang as
sources of models, called for the "restructuring of Confucianism to serve a
present historical moment" (po 106), and criticized concern with the inner
moral nature at the expense of practical affairs.
What is the importance of Ch'en's tao-hslleh and his departure f rom it
for our understanding of the twelfth century intellectual world? We are told
that Ch'en left tao-hslleh because he was unable to master tao-hstleh selfcultivation, his teachers had died (except LtI) ~y 1174 and he began to act as
a teacher himse lf, and his social situation had improved. But did Ch'en
ever rea11y enter into tao-hslleh? Did he ever believe in an idea as crucial
as the innate endowment of ITIlral principle? Or was he in effect pursui ng an
exploration au fonds and trying to determine hi$ own position vis-~-vis
tao-hsllehl Tillman's account suggests we ought to see Ch'en as a believer,
at least for a period. Moreover he finds "argUllents--bOth philosophical and
historical--that dOClJllent the profound impact ofhfs studi es during the
transitional tao-hsDeh phase" (p. 102).
I am not yet persuaded that there is evidence that Ch'en "beli eved " in
tao-hsDeh. Was his thinking profoundly affected by it? Ch'en was always an
advocate of the recovery of the north and he tended to subordinate all other
issues to this purpose. The impact of tao-hs~eh which Tillman sees is to be
found in three "new" arglJlll!nts for recovery. First, Ch'en began to contend
that the Central PTain possessed ·standard energy"· (cheng-ch'i JE. f1 ) which
detennined the "special characteristics of the Chi nese people and civi1i zation~ as a cosmological-historic~l arglJTlent for the recovery of the north
(PP. 102,173-174). But this is strikingly similar to Tu Yu's arglJlll!nt for
China in contrast to barbarian states in the T'ung-tien (ch. 185). Second.
criticism of centralization and Wans. An-shih (pp. 102-103) was not limited
to advocates of tao-hstleh. It could j ust as well have been taken from Su
Shih or his sympathizers--note that Wang Huai (1127-1189) claimed Ch'en
"inherited the literary and historical ideas" of the three Sus (pp. 7-8).
Third, the attack on court officials (p. 103) could just as we11 have been a
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Hoyt Tillman's Uti1ftari,an Confucianism contributes to the study of
Sung literati thought and Chinese intellectual history in sev~ral ways. (1)
It is an historical study which traces Ch'en Liang's (1143-1194) development
as a l1teratus and thinker. (2) It defines the debate between Ch'en and Chu
flsi (1130-1200), enabling us to see precisely how the two differ. OJ It is
a survey of Sung literati thought, in particular of the eleventh century~
which synthesizes A1uch recent scholarship. (4) It addresses important
methodological issues in tile study of intellectual history.
1. Ch'en Liang. Tillman discerns three stages in Ch'en Liang' s development. As a youth and young adult bearing the name Ju-neng (U43-1l68),
he evinced a strong interest in politics and military strategy. 'fhfs led
him into the examination process and informal service IS a secretary to a
Vice-President of the Mflitary Board. But hi s plans for an even brighter
reputation began to go amiss soon after the adoption of the name Liang in
1168. He fafled the chin-shih examination and gained no response to his proposals for the recovery of the north. Although Tillman calls this decade
frCIII 1168 to 1178 a "transiticmal phase," it is really not easy to sort
out. It began with a year at the Imperial Co11ege under the tutelage of men
suc~ as III Tsu-ch'ien who were interested In the works of Chou Tun-i, Chang
Tsa1 and the Ch'eng brothers. It continued, after his failure in the exams,
with a withdrawal into "learning." As Till",an demonstrates, learning involved studying the works of tile leading thinkers of the day, Chu Hsi, ltl
and Chang Shih, their eleventh century mOdels, Chou, Chang and the Ch'engs,
and their ancient sources, the classics and the Four Books. In short Ch'en
turned t o that kind of lfterati learning which Tillman .labels tao-hslleh
during this "transitional tao-hsl)eh and polftically conservative phase"
(p.75).1 The final period of Ch'en's life (1178-1194) identified as a
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product of frustratton. bitterness and (even) fns1ght. In shoM: these Ire
not CODpe'1fng arguments for I ·profound impact.Moreover. Tillman shews that Chien's study Of tao-hslleh was !llarked by
I concem with fsslles which served his original polltfcal and strategic Interests. It 'lias not, by .ncI Ta"9t. an exploration of tl\@ concerns the t.o-

~ writers thatlselves thought central. For Ch'en function Calli! btfo;;-;ut>stance, Institutions and rftuals before principle, and the external before
the internal. He wl"Ote on Wang T'ung (although he bowed to La Tstt-ch'ten's
pressure and delayed publfcltfon) Ind he prepared an anthologJ of Ou-yang
Hsiu's polftfc.' wrftlngs, Neither Wang nor Ou-yang attracted the Icniretion
and adherence of tao-hsOeh ttitnkers. Finally, Ch'en's concern with the hsfn
in the hitherto neglected essays on Han whfch Tilllllin has brought to 11gM
can also be construed as a crfttcfSAI of the tao-mCeh concern wHh the IIfndsand-hearts of all l1terati (and all lIIen and WOIIIen). for in these essays
Ch'en's point is that the ruler's values are the foundation of the sochl
order.
If Ch'en did not turn to tao-hslleh in search of beltef why did he take
It seriously? Part of the answer can be found in Ch'en's desire to be taken
seriously by literati and the governnent. If he could not serve, If his
proposals and advice were spurned, then at least he could claim attention as
a IIIIn devoted to Teaming, a hslleh-che
But to clai'" to be one who
"learned- and could teach others how to learn required taking up the "learnIng" Pl'OIIIlnent literati Intellectuals defined as essential. In "the 1160's
this was beginning to llean tao-hsOeh. Thus to ma ke his case Ch'en had to
show that he had tlken tlo-hdeh texts into account. He hid to show that
they supported his own conclusions as to what literati ought t o care about.
Ch'en's der'lland that literati should give prillary importance to the recovery
of the north thus put hllll on course for a confrontation with the foremost
tao-hslleh advocate of his day, Chu HsI, and the "orthodox learning" (this is
Ch'en's phrase, p. 129) which Chu was seeking to establish.

-f').

2. The Ch'en_Cht.I Debate. Ch'en liang reminded Chu Hsf that not all
those who l earned were wi11fng to subnit to Chu's intellectual authorHy.,
Ch'en preferred, he told Chu, to be a "cCJnplete man" (ch'eng-Jen ~ A.. )
combining "talent and virtue, " rather than to be a "pure Confucian" (ch'unJ.!! if 1* ) as defined by Cllu Hsi (PP. 121,"123-125). Their debate 111l1li;nated a nllllber of areas of disagreement.

The debate concerned Ch'en's defense of Han and T'ang rulers as rll:)dels
for action, achieVeMent and benefit as goals of action, and hegellOnyas a
means of action.

Chu countered by clalllling that only the sage rulers of
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anttquHy were models. mora 11 ty and vi rtue were goals. and true kl nshf"~'
the means. Tillman argues that the basic difference between thelll1can blfl~}.
fined IS a polarity In the understanding of ethical conduct. For Ch'en \ the f
ethical qual1ty of an act was defined by Its consequences. he had a "uti 11-'
tarhn ethic of end results" (p. 134). The hegemoniC style of Han and T'ang
ru lers led to achievement and benefit. For Chu the IIIOtive had to be a'I(Iral,
he had a "morality of personal virtue and motivation N (p. 143). The sage
rulers brought about a moral world because they realized vi rtue 1n ttlenlselves.
Chu was not against results; he simply believed that true success depended
on being moral. Ch'en was not agai nst morality, he argued that morality
ought to be deffned by the res ults sought. These were polar positions. but
these poles define, Tillman contends , a lIIajor polarity In literati thought
which has not been previously examined.
It is true that this polarity helps us define Chu's uneasiness with a
nl.lllber of his contemporaries (e.g. Ul Tsu-ch'len [po IB2]. T'ang Chung-yu
[po 1B4]. and. Yeh Shih (p. 187] who were particularly sympathetic to Ch'en.
But the polarity does not explain why Ch'en and Chu chose their respective
positions. One could argue that Ch'en and Chu differed 1n answering the
quest10n of how literati should determine the ethical quality of their
choices because they d1ffered in answering a GlO re fundamental question: What
was the basis of Chinese civilization and China? The loss of the north had
made this an issue. Tillman's extension of the debate to the problem of
recovering the north (pp. 167-180) shows that for Chu Hsf morali ty was the
only true basis; thus recove ry was to await the ft)ral reconstructfon of the
south. For Ch 'en polit1cal unity was the true basis; thus internal order
was possible only after the recovery. The polarity fn ethics Obscures this.
Chu \ljas concerned with morality but Ch'en was concerned with pol1tics. Each
attacked the other's priorities fran his own perspective. But why was Chu
convinced of the necessity of moral integrHy and- Ch'en political unity?
One might argue that ultllllately their answers depended upon where they found
the basis for real values. For Chu the realm of Heaven-and-Earth was that
basis. The existence of a moral nature, as the only true basis f or hlJllan
cOlll'llOnality. was Inferred fron an understanding of that realm. For Ch'en
the realll! of Chinese history was the bash. The necessity of political
unity. as that wh1 ch made possible a harmonious soc1ety. was Inferred from
his understanding of history. Underneath the polarHies with which we can
distinguish the two men 11e choices which cannot easily be reduced to another
polarity. Their attitudes toward policy, education, and the past all have t o
do. 1 suspect, with where they locate the foundation of conwnon values.
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of fH ul ts . Ch'en's answer is quite absolute. Tillman tells us: POlitical
unity is the only sure standard by which to measure the consequences (pp. 165168). Holding such a standard does not keep CII'en fl"Olll serving as the representative of one strand of literati UlOught. but It ma.; welT throw dcubt or.
our SUPPOsition that he was a Confucian.
3. Characterizing the Eleventh Century. T111I111n's wort delllmstr.tes
the signal ilflportance of the eleventh century in what I have been calling
literati thought. With him we recognize at least two distinct develolX'lents
during this period. The first is the emergence of a ·specia l renaissance
orientation" (p. 40) in mid-century, articulated by "Confucians who perceived
themselves as revhlng the Tao of the Confucian sages of the classical period"
(p o 30) such as Ou-yang Hslu. Tf1lman calls this trend "Sung learning" to
lIarl:: it as a new developi'lent in the history of Confuchnfslll . Within Sung
learning there developed, second, a particular set of ethical, phflosophclal
and metaphysical concerns articulated by Chou Tun-I, Chang Tsai and the
Ch'eng brothers. T111man calls this trend "tao-hslleh." This tenn can be
applied also to the concerns of those in the twelfth century who identified
themselves with the founders. Tf1lman proposes that we use tao-hslleh to
incllMle diverse tendencies among ttose wto belieVed that the eleventh century
lllasters were on the right tracl::; thus, it would lndlMle both If-hsOeh and
hsin-hsoeh. He banishes the term "Nee-Confucianism" from our descriptive
vocabulary for Sung while allOWing that it can be used as a general tenn for
the "new Confucianism during the Sung through CII'Ing Oynasties" (p. 214).
Sung learning and tao-hslleh are thus tenns which combine references to
representative figures and the i nterests they pnomoted. Such an approach to
tennillOlogy has historical value to the degree that later men identified
themselves in terms of their predecessors and the interests of their predecessors. This seems to have been frequently the cue in Southern Sung and, of
couNe, it is a particular mark of the tao- hslleh tradition. But better tenns
will not rel1eve us of the problem of explaining why men of similar orientation were often so very different .

Tems which can nave both broad and narrow lW!anings tend to cause confUSion when they are used for e~p1anatory purposes. Tillraan realizes that
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"Neo-Confuchnhll'l" creltes confusi ng res ul ts . I would SugglS t that ~
j
tinued use of the te"" Confuc ian Ind Confuch.nis. creates ii.n .i- p~~
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It woul d bring c lar i ty If we were to use · Confucian" to traltS hte J u t lit cnci
extend it to include lfterati (s hi h), lfteratl · of fi clals ( shi h tal ~ fu) or
scholars (hsl)e~che). I II1'II less certai n about what "Confucfanh." Is suppoi ed
to lliean . Can issues In the pre- eleventh century Ju traditi on (-baSic probllllS
In the Confucian trtdltion- [p o 23]) be historically defined, IS here, through
I dhcussion of Confucius, HenchlS, Itslln Tzu and Tung Chung-shul Or should
we tlke the Five Classics, their Han and T'lng cannentaries and historiography
into tccOllnt? Can we demonstrate that a ll self· proclaimed ~ in Sung be·
l1eved that Confucius defined Ju interests tnd thus ought to be ctlled Confucians? It is convenient, but not necessarily historical, to define the Ju
legacy as it was available to eleventh century literati according to what
eleventh century men selected as normative tnd important In the Ju tradition.
But it 15 more interesting, and poSS i bl y more accurate, to see eleventh cen·
tury literati as men str ugglfng to define what it should meln to be a Ju in
order to define their own role . We can e~plore this deblte without assLlll1ng
that the results of it constitute an accurate interpretation of pre-eleventh
century or antique ideas .
We stlll do not I::now precisely whit eleventh century literati thought
they were revivi ng--what they thought the "Tao of t he Confucian sages " meant
or how they understood conmon values. The carmonalities among eleventh century thl nkers hive been the subject of some debate , 2 but loIe may I elrn more
about what was s hared by first gaining a better understanding of the reaT
differences between Individulls. For when Rlst we account? T11 1llan points
to three significant generations. The fil'St Includes Hu Yoan , Sun Fu, Fan
Chung-yen and Ou-yang Hsi u who, "taken together, laid out the whole pattern
of ethical, pol1tical, social and intellectual concerns that constitute Sung
lurning in the broad sense . . . (p. 31). Tile second generation. defined
by Wang An- shih and Ssu-ma Kuang, marks the brelkdO\lln of consens us. Disagree·
ment marked the third generation of Su Shlh tnd Ch'eng I. I find this arrangement persuasive. I alii less certain that the description of the "general
goals " given here is viable for all or any of these generations. Tillman
defines those goals on the basis of l1u l's , tamus clailll for Hu Y~an's

The t enll ·utiH tar1&n Confucian! SII" does not br!"9 out t hfs profound
di fference between Ch'en Lhng and Chu Hs f. It Is true t hat Ch ' en can fit
J. J. C. Smart's defini t ion of ut l1 1ar h ntsm--"the doctrine which states tha t
the rightness or wron gness of acttons is detenlltned by the goondess or badness
of their consequenCH" (pp. 6-7)-- but then so can Kant .ccord lng to Stlar t.
More consequentl,l is the criterion by which ft!n judge the 900dness or badness
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teaching which credited Hu with treating the Tao in terms of substance. lit·
erature and function (p. 30).

There 1s some evidence that ltu's claim was

historically inaCCUI'ate. If so the use of it to define the general qoals of
Sung learning wil' have to be defended in the future. 3 liu made his clailll to

attack Wang An-shih . His career suggests I rigid person IIIlIeh concerned with
orthodOK)'.4 III Hsf·che's account of Hu YUan makes him the antithesis of ttll.
Hu, LO tells us, had a reputation for both wen-hs~h (culturill ilIccomplistment
and learning) and principled conduct. He rewarded individual initiative and

excel'ence. He encouraged l iterati to pursue their various interests and
divided them into fou r separate groups with separate quarters according to
those interests. There were, we are told, four such groups made up of men
interested in the classics, lIIi1itary affairs, literary arts, and moral conduct. Students would be SlJmK)ned to discuss what they had learned in their
respective fields. Hu would also start discussions by suggesting a "principle " and students would then debate its acceptability and applicability to
contemporary policy.5 This open approach to learning, stressing individual
creativity and diversity. seems to me to give us a far better sense of the
eleventh century . As LO points out 1t also helps e~plain why Hu VOan was
such a popular and inspiring tucher. LD does not speak of general goals,
but he does give us a sense that these literati shared a belief in the possibility of figuring out what they ought to do in all fields of literati
endeavor.
4. Methodological Issues,

Our understanding of Sung intellectual his-

tory depends on both the historical questions we choose to pose and our
ability to account for the differences between thinkers.
Tillman proposes a ser ies of important questions. "What was the nature
of the Confuchn renaissance" of mid-eleventh century? MHow was the unity of
'Sung learning' shattered by political and cultural confl1cts" after 10681
"How did tao-hsOeh emerge as the principal intellectual movement of the
middle half of the twelfth century? Why did leading thinkers in the last
generations of the century reject the intellectual accommodation of the middle
decades and Sy1:tematize positions in confrontation with one another?" (pp . . 23define commonalities in eleventh century
~i~~ii! ,;t',,".J . It was first translated
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society. Often enough l1teratf thinkers were important because they spoke to
problems which were relevant to mal\)' literati.
The texts we have can often be construed as answers to questions which
are left unartlcuh.ted because they were understood. Yet whether we are sure
of the questions or not, we stil l have the answers to cope with, How are we
to distingufsh among the answers? Tf1lman adopts two analytic frMleWOrks for
making distinctions between intellectual positions.
The first, proposed by Robert Hartwell, defines three possible intellectual positions: classicism. moral didactfcisl'll and historical analogislll. 6
This framework was generated by examining attitudes toward history. It works
~11 for Wang An-shih, who believed the classics depicUd an ideal society
from which the present should learn, Ssu-ma Kuang. who believed that a comparative study of history ought to guide the present, and men like Ch'eng I, who
beJ1eved that history ought to serve the incul cation of moral values . I do
not see how Su Shih can be made to fit into this framework. but Hartwell's
analysis does expose three distinct way1: of thinking about values.
The second . to which Tillman Is most cornnitted, makes distinctions in
the value orientations of Individuals. This canes fn:n Benjlllllin Sd"artz,
who showed that thinkers coul d be located relative to each other in tenns of
polarities between self- cultivation and the ordering of society, between the
inner and outer realm. and between knowledge and action which were originally
present as tensions in the Confucian vision. 7 To these Tillman adds the
tao-hslleh polarity between moral and Intellectual knowledge or essentialism
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24). Tillman's willingness to engage these questions should cempel students
of Chinese history to read this book. 1 an not sure these questfons can be
fully answered in terms of an "inner logic" impl1cit in our readfng of
1iterati Intellectual stands. Our subjects were, after all, literlti. They
spoke. almost exclusively , to other lfterati. They dealt with problems which
literati faced in their effort to establ1sh and maintain themselves as the
political. cultural. and intellectual e lite. The Intellectual and philosophical questions literati posed can also be seen as l!Ieans of addressing
shared historical questions having to do with the role Of the literati in

"
and .r1l:l1t10n dhcuss@d by VII Yfng-shih 8 and hts own discovery of the polarity
between vfrtue and Ichfeve.nt or integrity and utility. These poh.rttles
were present In Sung ltteratf thought. They allow~ literatt thinkers to
adopt diverse orientat1ons whfle ch.fmlng unity. No doubt illPOrtant additions, such IS the polarity between holism and individualiSlI , will be added

fn the future. But do polaritf6 help us /lake sufficiently cons!quent1al distfnctions between thfnkersl· Do they adequahly account for fntel1Ktull
change? Kow do we explain why one polarity beCOlleS IlION! important than anoth@r? How do we account for an individual's choice for one role over another?
I was not convinced that by using polarities Tillman WIS able to make his
account of different attitudes tDWard the hegEmOn "provide a way of s lmIIarfl i ng ud delineating Sung learning" (P. 46) .
Is there an alternative to polarities? Tillman's account of the Ch'enChu debate suggests that there is. He argues that distinctions with explanatory power do exist in Chinese thought: "Chinese thought operates on three
distinct but organically related levels: metaphysfcal prfnciples, cul tural
values, and sodo-polftical ccrrrnentary on 1nst'itutions~ (p. 153) . In a sense
this integrates what Ch'eng I thought was separate when he said that scholars
had splft into three specfalties: the study of the classics (which at the
time stressed institutions). belles Tettres (which addressed cultural values
fn the eyes of compos ers), and moral principles (which for Ch'eng were also
metaphysical principles) (p. 45 ). It follows, Tillman points out, that when
thinkers are speaki ng of something as overarching and integrative as Tao . one
must establish from context the level to which the statement is directed"
(p. 153) . And, we might add, the level frail which a statement is IIIlde. This
allows Tflllllln to IIIIke the important point that the debate concerns Ch'en
liang's challenge to Chu fr'Olll his concerns in the "historical and cultural
sphere" (the second and third level s are sometimes hard to distfnguish) which
prompts Chu to respond at the same level. The debate is not about metaphysics
(as previous scholars have thought), but the debaters talk past each other
because Chu's response has its foundation at the level of metaphysfcal
principles.

This discrfminaUon of levels of discourse and sources of values points
the study of Chinese thought in a promising, direction. WhlTe we recognize
that Sung literatf thinkers were particularly concerned with integrative
8.
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values and of ten tried to claill t hat thei r particular approachH were equall y
applicabl e to (or not contradicted by) III possible rellms, we can a1$o see
that fn prlcUce such holistic and unive rnl clalm were grounded in one sphere
rathe r than another. Chu Hsi 's II'IOrality of personal virtue and IIX)tivation
applies to the cultural and institutional levels (or more simply: to li terat"" and governnent), but it depends upon assLlllptions about DIan and IIIOra11ty
which are explfcitly grounded by Chu in the sphere of metaphysical principles
or Heaven-and-Earth . Ch'en liang's ethic of end results is justified by an
understanding of the rol e of 1nstitutions 1n society which is explicitly
grounded in history. The two do not agree. Perhaps they cannot. Tillman'S
work thus seems to support Wf 1lard J. Peterson's very persuasive argl.llll!nt
that we can make consequential distinctions by asking '\Inen= " men know fl'Oln
rather than by asking " how " they know. 9
Tillman's tripartite division clearly has explanatory value in analyzing
the Ch'en- Chu debate. But it can also be used to make some 1111.1111nat1ng distinctions among eleventh century literati thinkers. The tao-hsQe h masters
diffen=d from other leading figures in Sung learn ing. I would suggest, in
that they knew that there were real integrative values and overarching principles from the realm of Heaven-and - Earth. They believed that men could
understand these in their own l1ves through the cultivation of the moral
self and reaHze theln in society through moral conduct 1n all situatfons.
But SSU-!IIl Kuang, Wang An-shih and Su Shih found integr atfve values and overarching principles fn the realms of culture and history (w hile c1aillling that
what they fo und dfd not contradict or ignore the so-of-self processes of
Heaven-and-EarthJ. Wang turned to the classics and antiquity, Ssu-ma turned
to history , and Su turned to the cUlluhtive record of cultural Icc~l1sh
ment. for therl the understanding of integrative values was to be gained
through extensive scholarship, expressed through literature (in the broadest
sense), and realized through pol1tical and social action (although there were
important differences between them). The tao- hsl)eh masters and the Sung
learning scholars pointed their respective followers in different direcUons
and promoted different interests. Thts is why the rise of tao-hslleh marks a
radical shift in the value orientation of the literatf. But both qroups
shared a belief in the eli:istence of universa,l values and overarching principles
which could provide a foundation for an integrated hl.l11an order. And this , more
than anything else, characterfzed Sunq literatf thought as a whole.
g.
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